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CCS GETS A NEW LOOK
New W ebsite, New Look,
Sam e Great Serv ice!
What can you get from CCS?
Improved culinary operations, expert
culinary knowledge, industry
connections, networking through
many culinary and food affiliations, an
on-call mentor, a diverse culinary
background and mor e .

We are excited to announce the launch of our updated
logo and brand new website.
CHECK OUT T HE NEW S IT E

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

INDUSTRY NEWS

Why an English Sauce

ACF Chefs and Culinary Professionals
of Chicagoland, founded in 1925, is
one of the fastest-growing chapters
of the American Culinary
Federation (ACF). Click her e for
more information.

For many classically trained chefs like me, we are always
drawn back to the classical cuisine as defined by Le Guide
Culinarie. If you are not a student of Escoffier's work, you
automatically think of French Haute Cuisine and the
Grand Hotel. As you read and study about his life, you
come to realize that his work is also influenced by his
time working in London and the other Ritz Hotel-not the
one in Paris.
There are many references to English terms that are not
generally recognized by the average reader of his work
on this side of the pond. Yes, there are also two
translations of his original 1903 text; the first was an
English text in 1921, then the American version in 1979.
There are some differences in terminology and
descriptions-aubergine versus eggplant, then marrow
(the vegetable, not the yumminess trapped inside a
femur bone) as examples.

Recipes, reviews and resources for

You see it even more profoundly in the fact that he

everything food and dining in the
Chicago area. Check out what's
happening this week.

The Cicerone Certification Program
certifies and educates beer
professionals in order to elevate the
beer experience for consumers.
cicer one.or g .

dedicated two sections of his chapter on sauces to both
hot and cold English sauces. There are also plenty of
references to "a la Anglaise" preparations. So, one can
say that English preparations are just as much a part of
"classical" cuisine as are the consommés, pithiviers and
pate glaces from the French.
There are several of these sauces that are ubiquitous to
modern menus and even have more credence as
"classical" recipes. Take, for instance, brown gravy
(#168), port wine sauce (#187), horseradish sauce
(#219) and cumberland sauce (#217). These sauces are
just as relevant today as sauce Mornay (#131), Robert
(#74) or Hollandaise (#119). Cranberry sauce (#172) is
recommended for roast turkey. How utilitarian is that
nowadays?
There are even many references to English pies and
puddings that were presented in the text for the patrons
of the hotels at the time who wanted a taste of their
culture. Escoffier's seasonality, time and place mentality
is very true today. The biggest hurdle we have with
classical cuisine today is not the philosophy of cooking,
but the steps involved to produce and the presentation
that was defined by the type of service. Where do you
find Russian service still being done anymore?

The Craft Beer Networking Group is
comprised of professionals from a
wide variety of industries, and we
meet approximately every 6 weeks at
different breweries or craft beer bars
in Chicago for two main reasons:
1. Networking
2. Enjoying craft beer
Email cbngchicago@gmail.com for
more info and to become part of the
group.

Eater is the source for people who
care about dining and drinking in the
nation's most important food cities,
like Chicago. A favorite of industry
pros and amateurs alike, Eater has
an uncanny knack for finding out
what's opening where, who's serving
what, and how it's all going down.
Find out w hat's new in Chicago.

If he were writing his books today, would his version of
curry sauce (#111) include thyme, bay leaves and
bouillon? He may have used a tikka masala or a korma
prepared as it would be done at the Ritz Carlton in
Bangalore. Instead of running hotels in London and Paris,
his team today would have to think globally and
document modern recipes for the cuisines and cultures of
the Ritz Brand on a multi-national scale. To me, it sounds
like a heck of a culinary challenge. Le Guide Culinare
Moderne. It brings up the question-what recipes do you
think would need to be in there? We must understand the
past and preserve it, but we need to start creating and
documenting new classic cuisine for the next generation.
- Chef John Reed, CEC, CCA
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